Up The Ladder To The Roof
The Supremes
♪ Level 50/100 (Ambitious)
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Up the Ladder to the Roof

With a beat

D \quad D7 \quad G
mf

D \quad D7/C \quad G/B \quad Gm/Bb \quad D/A

Come with me__
Stay with me__
And we shall run _
And we shall let ex 
pressions sing __

E7/Gb \quad G\quad G6 \quad G\quad G

And il-lum-in-ate the
Bear__ free-dom vir-tues
night _ ringing __
Oh___ oh ___ mem-ories _
will try _ and
of yes-ter-days

guide you
bro-ken dreams

A \quad A \quad D6 \quad G\quad A7

To bet-ter times
Don’t you know _
and bright-er days _

G \quad F\#m7 \quad A/E \quad D7 \quad G \quad A \quad Bm

(CHORUS)

Don’t be a-fraid Go__ up the lad-der to the roof _
If you’ll come __ up the lad-der to the roof _
where we can _
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